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26.2b Quiz – Improving Mouse Controlling and Movement for People with Parkinson’s Disease and Involuntary Tremor Using Adaptive Path Smoothing Technique via B-Spline, Nor Azan Mat Zin, Ph.D

1. What is the name of the device that was made to reduce tremors in a patient’s upper limb?
   
   A. MOC (Maximize Orthosis Comfort)
   B. AOS (Accessible Orthotic Suppression)
   C. WOTAS (Wearable Orthosis for Tremor Assessment and Suppression)
   D. AWO (Accessible Wearable Orthosis)

2. What are some advantages of the software version for assistive technologies? (select two)

   A. download-ability
   B. universality
   C. legibility
   D. accessibility

3. What are two assistive techniques developed to help users in pointing tasks? (select two)

   A. Sponge Cursor
   B. Precision target strategy
   C. Sticky target technique
   D. Bubble cursor

4. What novel device did IBM develop in 2005 to assist people with hand tremor?

   A. a heavier, less volatile mouse called the “stubborn” mouse
   B. a mouse adaptor
   C. a wrist brace with a steadying effect
   D. a hand motion sensor

5. How are mouse trajectories typically characterized? (Select two)

   A. steady
   B. unpredictable
   C. dynamic
   D. accurate

6. What are the “break points” in the mouse movements referenced in the article called?

   A. nodes
   B. newts
   C. knots
   D. nudges
7. What is the relationship between detected break points per second and tremor?
   A. increase in tremor causes more break points
   B. there is an inverse relationship; that is, the higher level the tremor, the fewer breaking points there are
   C. there is no perceptible relationship between tremor and break points
   D. as tremor decreases in frequency and strength, break points increase

8. In how many different directions can the cursor move?
   A. 9
   B. 5
   C. 7
   D. 10

9. How long must a particular user interact with the computer before all break points will be detected and calculated?
   A. less than three seconds
   B. less than five seconds
   C. approximately 6-8 seconds
   D. approximately 12 seconds

10. What effective method is used to smoothen the trajectory of the mouse?
    A. softening
    B. fabricating
    C. filtering
    D. calibrating

11. What is the specific purpose of the current study?
    A. pointing tasks
    B. mouse trajectory smoothing
    C. streamlining mouse operations
    D. facilitating pointing trajectory

12. How does the majority of participants view the effectiveness and ease of use of APSS?
    A. difficult to use
    B. extremely difficult to use
    C. acceptable, but not easy to use
    D. easy to use